Ruby master - Feature #13518
Indented multiline comments
04/28/2017 02:47 AM - tscheingeld (Terry Scheingeld)
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<td>Priority:</td>
<td>Normal</td>
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<td>Assignee:</td>
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<td></td>
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Description
I'd like to submit the idea that multiline comments could be indented. That is, =begin and =end do not have to start at column zero. That would allow for more flexibility in documenting and commenting code.

History

#1 - 04/28/2017 02:58 AM - tscheingeld (Terry Scheingeld)
- Description updated

#2 - 04/28/2017 06:58 PM - shevegen (Robert A. Heiler)
I have no particular pro or con opinion here (I do not use =begin or =end anyway, only '#') but would this even be possible?

#3 - 04/29/2017 05:39 AM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
Possible of course, but I'm not a big fan of this.

diff --git i/misc/ruby-mode.el w/misc/ruby-mode.el
index b1abd18a9e..5e8a6a1646 100644
--- i/misc/ruby-mode.el
+++ w/misc/ruby-mode.el
@@ -135,7 +135,7 @@
 (concat "[?$/%(){}#"'`.:\|<<\|\[\|\]\|\_<\(" 
 ruby-block-beg-re
 "\]\|\>\|" ruby-block-end-re
- "\|^=begin\|" ruby-here-doc-beg-re
+ "\|^[ \t]*=begin\|" ruby-here-doc-beg-re
 )
)

(diff --git i/misc/ruby-mode.el w/misc/ruby-mode.el
index b1abd18a9e..5e8a6a1646 100644
--- i/misc/ruby-mode.el
+++ w/misc/ruby-mode.el
@@ -671,8 +671,8 @@ Emacs to Ruby."
 (looking-at ".[a-zA-Z_0-9]*")
 (looking-at ".")
 (goto-char (match-end 0)))
- (if (looking-at "$begin")
- (if (re-search-forward "^end" end t)
+ (if (looking-at "^[ \t]*begin")
+ (if (re-search-forward "^[ \t]*end" end t)
+ (forward-line 1)
+ (setq in-string (match-end 0))
+ (goto-char end))
)

(diff --git i/misc/ruby-mode.el w/misc/ruby-mode.el
index b1abd18a9e..5e8a6a1646 100644
--- i/misc/ruby-mode.el
+++ w/misc/ruby-mode.el
@@ -954,10 +954,10 @@ An end of a defun is found by moving forward from the beginning of one."
 (cond
 (if (looking-at "\s *\$")
 (looking-at "\s #")
- ((and (> n 0) (looking-at ">begin\>")))
- (re-search-forward "^end\>"))
- ((and (< n 0) (looking-at "^end\>")))
- (re-search-backward "^begin\>"))
+ ((and (> n 0) (looking-at ">begin\>")))
+ (re-search-forward "^end\>"))
+ ((and (< n 0) (looking-at "^end\>")))
+ (re-search-backward "^[ \t]*begin\>"))
 (setq pos (current-indentation))
 (cond
@@ -1410,12 +1410,12 @@ buffer position 'limit' or the end of the buffer." 
 . ruby-font-lock-syntactic-keywords))))}
(defun ruby-font-lock-docs (limit)
  (let (beg)
    (beginning-of-line)
    (setq beg (point))
    (forward-line 1)
    (if (re-search-forward "^=begin\(\s \|$\)" limit t)
        (progn
          (set-match-data (list beg (point))))
      t))))
@@ -1423,12 +1423,12 @@ buffer position `limit' or the end of the buffer."
 (defun ruby-font-lock-maybe-docs (limit)
  (let (beg)
    (save-excursion
      (if (and (re-search-backward "^=\(begin\|end\)\(\s \|$\)" nil t)
               (string= (match-string 1) "begin")
        (progn
          (beginning-of-line)
          (setq beg (point))))
      (if (and beg (and (re-search-forward "^=\(begin\|end\)\(\s \|$\)" nil t)
                         (string= (match-string 1) "end")
        (progn
          (set-match-data (list beg (point))))
      diff --git i/parse.y w/parse.y
index 028b89c070..4d3de062c6 100644
--- i/parse.y
+++ w/parse.y
@@ -7851,6 +7851,18 @@
@@ -8039,7 +8051,7 @@
@@ -8057,6 +8069,7 @@
@@ -8039,7 +8051,7 @@
@@ -8057,6 +8069,7 @@
@@ -8039,7 +8051,7 @@
@@ -8057,6 +8069,7 @@
@@ -8039,7 +8051,7 @@
def test_indented_multiline_comment
  assert_valid_syntax("#{<<-"begin;"\n#{<<-"end;"}"
  begin;
    =begin
      <.><^>
    =end
  end;
end

=begin
  def test_past_scope_variable
  assert_warning(/past scope/) {catch |tag| eval("BEGIN{throw tag}; tap {a = 1}; a")}
=end

#4 - 04/30/2017 12:17 AM - tscheingeld (Terry Scheingeld)
nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada) wrote:
  Possible of course, but I'm not a big fan of this.

  Respect for your ability to quickly modify the code for what I suggested.

  Just to clarify: are you not a big fan of the feature request in general, or just not a fan of the particular implementation you displayed?

#5 - 05/01/2017 08:04 AM - duerst (Martin Dürst)
Nobu can correct me if I'm wrong, but he meant the feature when he said "not a big fan". Same for me. =begin/=end are rare, and it's better to make them stick out.

#6 - 05/06/2017 10:13 PM - tscheingeld (Terry Scheingeld)
duerst (Martin Dürst) wrote:
  =begin/=end are rare, and it's better to make them stick out.

  I would make the case that =begin/=end is rare because it can't be indented. Multiline comments are very handy. It makes syntax highlighting much cleaner for embedded content (in my case, documentation) if every line doesn't have to start with a comment from the outer language.

#7 - 05/19/2017 08:14 AM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
  - Status changed from Open to Feedback

  How about that matching indentation of =begin and =end?

  =begin
    in a comment
  =end
  still in a comment
  =end
  # end of the comment

#8 - 06/13/2017 02:22 AM - tscheingeld (Terry Scheingeld)
nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada) wrote:

  How about that matching indentation of =begin and =end?

  =begin
    in a comment
  =end
  still in a comment
  =end
  # end of the comment

  Makes sense to me.

#9 - 06/16/2017 08:57 AM - matz (Yukihiro Matsumoto)
  - Status changed from Feedback to Rejected

  =begin and =end are ugly appendix inherited from Perl. I'd rather remove them than enhance them.